Use of bone plates and screws to manage chronic mandibular dislocation
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Abstract
Different treatment modalities are described in literature to treat mandibular recurrent dislocation, including intra-capsular esclerosant injections, articular eminence reduction, soft tissues suture to limit condilar movement, and grafts or implants to create mechanical interference, like zygomatic arch down fracture or articular eminence increase by bone plates. In this paper, a patient with mandibular recurrent dislocation episodes were eliminated after bilateral fixation of bone plates to the lateral surface of the zygomatic arch to restrict mandibular movements. One arm of the plate was extended medially just below the articular eminence and fixed at lateral zygomatic arch portion by two screws. The surgical technique is described and 24 months follow-up period is demonstrate with excellent recovery and functional activities. The temporomandibular joint (TMJ) function was unimpeded and no recurrence of condilar dislocation was observed. We concluded that this technique is safe and efficient to hinder dislocations of mandible, preserve the TMJ initial characteristics, and prevent abnormal condilar movements over the eminence.
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Introduction
Chronic mandibular recurrent dislocation (CMRD) is defined as the complete loss of articular relationships, during mouth-wide opening, between the articular fossa of the temporal bone and the condyle-disk complex been the most frequent pathogenetic factors involved in this pathology previous facial trauma, abnormal chewing movements, temporal-mandibular joint (TMJ) ligaments, capsule laxity, and masticatory muscles disorders. During masticatory movements, rapidly and smooth teeth contacts do not overload the TMJ, differing from para-functional activities that are responsible of the most problems seen at teeth structures, periodontium, and TMJ region (1). When conservative treatment modalities do not showed any improvement, including muscular relaxing plates, teeth splints and muscular physiotherapy, the surgical procedures are indicated (2). This situation (CMRD) is frequently associa-ted to non cooperative patients like mentally retarded patients, epileptic people, and syndromes.

Different treatment modalities are described in literature to treat CMRD, including intracapsular esclerosant injections, articular eminence reduction or eminectomy, soft tissues suture to limit condilar movement, and grafts/implants to create mechanical interference, like zygomatic arch down fracture or articular eminence increasing with bone plates and screws (3-6). Buckley and Terry (4) described a method to treat CMRD using a bone plate fixed to zygomatic arch to limit anteriorly condyle translation, been this technique refuted by Kent (7) arguing the plate might lead to trauma of the condyle reporting a case where a mesh fixed to the zygomatic arch fractured due to condyle pressure. A similar method was successfully described using miniplates to increase the height of the articular eminence (6). The technique showed in this paper aims to elevate the articular tubercle in a patient presenting CMRD without resolution after conservative treatment. This surgery restricts excursions of the mandibular condyle and prevents it from slipping and lodging anteriorly to the articular tubercle and is considered a simple, predictable and reversible technique.

Report of a Case
A 43-year-old patient presented to Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery Department complaining of bilateral pre-auricular acute pain, history of multiple CMRD in the last 2 years, and episodes of bruxism. Radiographic exam confirm dislocation of both mandibular joint, shallow fossa and low angle of the anterior slope of the fossa (8). Patient’s medical history was uneventful. Temporary success was obtained after manual condyle repositio-
ning but this maneuver had to be performed under local anesthesia due to patient’s anxiety and the difficult to reduce the dislocation. Occlusal splints, restriction of mandibular movements, physiotherapy, and medication were attempted without improvement during 8 months. After failure to solve patients’ problem with conservative treatment the surgical procedure to fix bone plates at both articular eminency was proposed to the patient to restrict condyle movements and eliminate CMRD.

Under general anesthesia at hospital facilities a pre-auricular incision with an extension to the temporal region with a number 15 blade was made followed by blunt dissection until temporal muscular fascia and a 45° incision to reach the articular eminence. The lateral aspect of the articular eminence and zygomatic arch were exposed, with no damage to glenoids fossa region. Condyle passive movements, as laterality, protrusion and maximal mouth opening were done to determine the contacts between the condyle pole and the articular eminence. With the condyle located over the most inferior portion of the articular eminence, a subperiostal dissection was performed directly to articular capsule creating a space.

Fig.2. No facial nerve damage following the surgical procedure.

Fig.3. 24 months post-operative panoramic radiography with stable materials at articular eminence.
to fix the plate. Previously to bone plate insertion, it was bended to create the new articular eminence height, been fixed with 2 screws (6 mm) at lateral portion of zygomatic arch (Fig. 1).

Maximal mouth movements were done to check stability and the exactly location of the bone plate. The left side was then operated using the same technique and fixation material. The incisions were closed in layers and neither inter-maxillary fixation nor drainage apparatus were used. The patient was able to realize normal mandibular movements 24 hours after surgery and no facial nerve damage was observed (Fig. 2). Radiographic and clinical exams after 24 months shown an excellent over-come and perfect stability of the implants at both articular eminences (Fig. 3) with no recurrences of mandibular dislocation episodes.
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Discussion

Bone plates at articular eminence have been used as mechanical barrier to limited mandibular movements with great vantages to articular eminence reduction, aiming to stop CMRD (4-6), been a less invasive procedure, reversible and with no restriction of mandibular movements at post-operative period. Recurrence rate of this procedure is low and facial pain is considerably reduced after bone plate fixation at articular eminency (9). A retrospective study was presented with 11 patients that were sub-mitted to bone plate installment at articular eminence to prevent CMRD, with only one case of recurrence, demonstrating a high success of this treatment modality (3). Similar findings are demonstrated after evaluation of 13 patients treated with this technique after a follow up of at least 30 months (10). Shibata et al. (11) evaluated 9 patients and found only 1 case of miniplate fracture but no recurrence of dislocation. Bakardjiev et al. (12) performed fixation of bone plates at zygomatic arch to restrict condylar movement after recurrent episodes of mandibular dislocation in two patients. Six months postoperative, TMJ function was unimpeded and there was no recurrence of condylar dislocation. This works are in agreement with our findings with no recurrence after 24 months of follow up, and totally pain relieve.

Kuttenberger and Hardt (9) affirms that bone plates fixed at articular eminency are not safe procedures due to its weakness. They report an incidence of 35% of failure after a follow-up of 20 patients for at least 2 years and due to that they do not recommend miniplate eminoplasty as the treatment of choice for mandibular dislocation. After clinical experience performing many surgeries to treat CMRD with bone plate fixation at articular eminency we believe this technique has specific indications, like non-compliant patients, shallow articular eminency, and excessive ligament laxity. These findings are in disaccordance to Cardoso et al. (13). After compare miniplate eminoplasty to eminectomy the authors didn't find difference between these techniques and neither of them demonstrated recurrence. The goals of these treatments are either to restrict mandibular translation or to remove eminence obstacle (eminectomy), thus preventing mandibular dislocation or locking anterior to the articular eminence. Even knowing miniplate eminoplasty and eminectomy present similar results the last one is the most widely accepted technique to treat CMRD but was not used in our case due to patient anatomical eminency characteristics.

The patient demonstrated a reduction of mouth opening of 4 millimeters at immediate post-operative period, with similar results been demonstrated by other authors (14), affirming that after one year the mouth opening returned to normal and was stable. The only disadvantage of this technique compared to eminectomy is the reduction of maximal mouth opening, without functional limitation.

At pre-operative period the patient opened its mouth 41 mm right before mandibular dislocation. Immediate post-operative period demonstrated a mouth opening of 37 mm and during last follow-up mouth opening was of 40 mm demonstrating a satisfactory jaw functions.

It is recommended that the bone plate installation must be done at both articular region, to diminish the chances of CMRD at one side and the development of assimetric conditions (8). Even after done this procedure only in one TMJ, Iizuka et al. (5) did not observe complications like mandibular deviation during mouth opening or articular pain. At this work, the patient was submitted to surgical procedure at both articulations due to bilateral CMRD and no mandibular deviation during mouth opening was observed.

The various methods of mechanical restriction of the movements of the lower jaw include the down-fracturing of the zygomatic arch, implantation of Vitallium mesh, bone plate/screws and soft tissues suture as was mentioned above. By using an osteosynthesis plate to ‘elevate’ the tuberculum, movement of the condyle was restricted. A long follow-up period did not show any abnormality to TMJ function and no recurrences of the chronic dislocation was observed (4,6,11). Eminoplasty can perhaps be performed using arthroscopic surgery as a less invasive therapeutic alternative (15).

It was observed that the bone plate surgical procedure to eliminate CMRD is a safe treatment, with good results, simple to be done, and reversible. No alterations to normal function of TMJ were observed. The plate should
be fixed at least with 2 screws to avoid looseness of the material.
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